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September 9th, 2019 

 

The waiting is the hardest part… 

In this day and age, where society has instant access to an overwhelming array of information, it has 

entrenched an investment mentality of instant gratification.  For now, it seems, gone are the days where long-

term thinking was awarded a premium over short-term momentum moves in various parts of the capital 

markets.  Investors, irrespective of size (from big institutional money managers to small mom-and-pop retail 

investors) have become accustomed to opening up their smart phones or sitting down at their computers to 

pull up their account balances on a daily or hourly basis to get an up to the minute check on their net worth.  

And as a result, the investment community has become wedded to every tick (up or down) in the stock 

market, interest rates, and house prices.  This isn’t an overnight development, but rather a gradual evolution 

in the financialization of the U.S. economy.  As I’ve said before and I’ll likely say again, it doesn’t matter 

whether one likes it or hates it, agrees or disagrees with it – such an evolution is what it is and anyone 

participating in the investment world at this time will be better off understanding and accepting it.   

 

Ben Hunt, a highly respected financial writer, posted the following charts and comments in one of his 

publications about a year ago, but they get to the essence of the financialization of the U.S. economy. 

 

“Every policy decision made by China and Europe and Japan and the US in the wake of the Great 

Financial Crisis was made with a singular goal in mind – to prop up and inflate financial asset 

prices. Originally, it was to keep the status quo financial system from imploding. But soon after… 

and still now…it was to keep the status quo political system from imploding. What started as an 

entirely laudable effort to keep capital markets from collapsing became an entirely problematic 

effort to turn capital markets into political utilities. This has been a Team Elite goal since at least 

1997. 

 

You can see this effort most clearly in the relationship between U.S. household net worth (how rich 

we are) versus U.S. GDP (how much our economy has grown). I created these charts with data that 

the Fed has collected on a quarterly basis since 1951. They’re, ummm, kinda crazy. 
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Here’s the full relationship since 1951. To be clear, both data sets are nominal (meaning neither is 

adjusted for inflation), measured in exactly the same units – billions of US dollars – and normalized 

at 100. That’s an excellent way to make an apples-to-apples growth comparison in these 

circumstances, so don’t @ me about semi-log charting. Also, to be clear, the Fed’s Household Net 

Worth category includes nonprofit organizations, so it includes the assets of pension funds (but not 

social security). 

For 46 years, from 1951 to 1997, we were no more and no less rich than our economy 

grew. Which makes sense. That’s the neutral vision of monetary policy, where you’re not trying to 

pull forward future growth through leverage and easy money in order to create more wealth 

today. For the past 20 years, however, we have had a series of wealth bubbles – first the Dot-

Com Bubble, then the Housing Bubble, and today the Financial Asset Bubble – that have made 

us (temporarily) richer than our economy grows. 
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“And yes, that’s what a bubble IS … it’s when you’re richer than your economy grows. Can 

you do it? Sure! Here’s the proof. But can you keep it?” 

 

Link to Dr. Ben Hunt’s Epsilon Theory post: Things Fall Apart 2 

  

Why am I pointing this out?  What am I supposed to take away from this information, Corey?  Well for 

starters, it provides one of several plausible explanations for why the stock market has remained so resilient 

in the face of fundamental data that historically would foster caution and risk aversion.   

 

Let’s take a look at the trend in real GDP growth since the start of 2018 and the NY Fed projections for the 

last two quarters of 2019: 

 

• Q1 2018: 2.5% 

• Q2 2018: 3.5% 

• Q3 2018: 2.9% 

• Q4 2018: 1.1% 

• Q1 2019: 3.1% 

• Q2 2019: 2.0% 

• Q3 2019: 1.5%* (NY Fed Nowcast Estimate) 

• Q4 2019: 1.1%* (NY Fed Nowcast Estimate) 

 

The tax cuts got passed at the end of 2017 and without question provided a jolt of stimulus to the economy 

which worked its way through the system in the first three quarters of 2018, but then this stimulus began to 

fade and the economy reverted back to its trend growth rate level of roughly 1.5% to 2.0%.  Back at that 

time, it could’ve been argued that the 3.1% Q1 2019 growth rate showed that the Q4 2018 1.1% print was 

just an outlier, but as we’re seeing with the most recent Q2 GDP print of 2.0% and the estimates for the next 

https://www.epsilontheory.com/things-fall-apart-part-2/
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two quarters, it appears as though the Q1 2019 print was the outlier (due in large part to inventory 

stockpiling ahead of the escalation in tariffs on the trade war front, which was the real driver of the pickup in 

activity for that quarter).    

 

It’s difficult to look at the last six quarters of GDP results and the estimates for the next two quarters and 

come to any conclusion other than that growth, on a rate of change basis, peaked in the U.S. economy 

between the second and third quarter of 2018.  At this point, all that has happened is that a growth slowdown 

has been confirmed, and this development has prompted policy makers (the Fed and other global central 

banks) to react with more accommodative talk and action. 

 

This is the reaction function: data weakens, investors brush it off in anticipation of central banks providing 

offsetting support, and then central banks rubber stump the market’s expectation by taking action.  This is 

how the Fed has financialized the economy.   

 

But where things could and will get problematic for investors, the economy, and policy makers is if/when 

their actions (reactions) become ineffective.   

 

Have a look at the following heat-map of the recently released market-PMI surveys from 20 different 

countries from around the world:  

 
This table goes back to March of 2018 and archives the progressive slowing from growth to contraction in 

the global manufacturing sector – a slowing that has finally made its way into the U.S. with the more widely 

followed ISM manufacturing survey slipping below the 50 level for the first time since February 2016 (down 

to 49.1 from 51.2, and a far cry from the ripping 60.8 level of a year ago).  The internals of the report were as 

weak as the headline suggests, with every component of the survey coming in below the 50 breakeven level.   
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“So what, Corey? Manufacturing has been weakening for some time now and it hasn’t seemed to matter, and 

we all know that the service side is a much larger part of the economy and its performance has been much 

stronger…”  That is correct on all assertions – the service side is much larger and last week’s release of the 

ISM non-manufacturing survey improving to 56.4 in August from 53.7 in July supports such a view.   

 

However, I wonder for how much longer the U.S. consumer can hold up the U.S. and global economy.  Last 

week’s employment report showed the U.S. added +130k jobs in August, a bit below the consensus estimate 

of +160k and this was the weakest headline number in three months.  Private payrolls came in at just +96k in 

August which followed a print of +131k in July and +161k in June – a slowing trend for sure, but not a 

disaster by any means.  The unemployment rate held steady at 3.7% and wage gains (+0.4% month-over-

month) were the strongest since August of last year.  All in all, this was a decent report but it did have a few 

warts, like the private sector diffusion index falling to a 40-month low of 53.5% from 57.8% in July, 59.9% 

in June and 66.1% a year ago.   

 

But the bigger picture, which more often than not gets lost in the myopia of the instant reaction to the 

headline report being stronger or weaker than expectations, is the fact that in the past six months, average 

monthly job growth has slowed to +150k from +223k for all of 2018.  Once again, this is not a disaster, as 

this is what should be expected from an economic expansion in its very mature stages and an unemployment 

rate at 3.7%.  But the most important variable in investing is the rate of change in the data, and year over 

year job growth has slowed to 1.39% which is the weakest level since August 2011, and down considerably 

from the 2.27% peak growth rate reached in 2014.   

 

So, we have job growth that is slowing but an unemployment rate near the lowest level in 50 years, and wage 

growth hitting its highest level of this expansion which all supports the strong consumer narrative.  If that 

were really the case, then what are we to make of the following two charts?   

 

The first chart measures the absolute level of revolving consumer credit (green line), which has been setting 

records since 2017 when it first eclipsed the $1 trillion level and increased at a 6.75% seasonally annual 

adjusted rate in July with credit card debt increasing at an annual rate of 11.25%.  Keep in mind this ramping 

up of credit card balances is coinciding with credit card rates (red line) pushing above 15%, which is their 

highest level since 2001.   
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The bulls would argue that such actions indicate the confidence consumers have in their ability and capacity 

to take on this debt at such extortion-like-rates, but a counter argument is that those tapping into this part of 

the credit spigot at these borrowing rates are not doing so by choice, but rather by force to maintain a 

lifestyle that they are unable to afford.  

 

Another indicator that doesn’t corroborate the oft-hyped ‘strong consumer’ narrative is seeing the level of 

multiple job holders (both primary and part-time) not only reach cycle highs but really spike the way they 

have over the last several months.  True, a valid argument could be made for the gig economy’s impact on 

this metric, but that shouldn’t be an excuse to completely ignore the historical message imbedded in such a 

trend – growth in multiple job holders in the employment report has historically signaled stress building up 

in the household segment, where workers take on more work to maintain their standard of living.   
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What I’m trying to get at is that since the middle part of the year on through the present day, there is ample 

data across a wide swath of the economy and capital markets that clearly illustrates an economy that has 

rolled over.  It is my contention that capex spending / corporate investment is already in a recession (year-

over-year growth has now gone negative), global trade has slipped into a recession, as have various 

important economies around the world, the manufacturing side of the economy is just now flirting with or 

slipping into a recession, consumer confidence is rolling over, and corporate profits have flat-lined.  Interest 

rates around the globe have plunged which has caused yield curves to invert to such an extent and for 

durations long enough that historically front-run recessionary outcomes.  These observations are fairly 

obvious in the data at this point to the objective analyst.   

 

However, these negatives have to be evaluated against a solid set of positives.  The U.S. economy, while 

slowing, is still growing, the consumer is holding in better than I expected, the service side of the economy is 

proving to be resilient, and we are seeing signs of life in some of the global leading indicators we track that 

activity outside of the U.S. could trough sometime between now and Q1 2020 (that’s only a handful of 

months away). 

 

But the biggest positive isn’t an economic, earnings, valuation, or technical development, but rather 

expanding aggressive action on the part of global central banks.  It all started back on January 4th of this year 

when Fed Chair Jerome Powell first pivoted from the Fed being on an interest rate hiking path following its 

mid-December rate hike towards a loosening path.  Here we are a full eight months later and the Fed has 

ended the shrinking of its balance sheet, cut rates for the first time in over a decade, and set the stage for 

additional cuts going forward.  This has set off a global loosening of policy: according to the BIS, central 

banks have cut rates 32 times and have eased monetary policy this year amounting to a cumulative 13,850 

basis point plunge in interest rates.  Swaps markets are pricing in another 58 moves coming for an additional 

expected slide of 16,000 basis points.  

 

Folks, that is a lot of easing and this, combined with the deteriorating economic backdrop, is what the bond 

market has been front-running all year long.  Hence, at the peak of this mania in the fixed income market, 

$17 trillion of global debt was carrying a negative yield.  This also explains why gold has ripped by more 

than 25% over the last twelve months and silver has started to catch up more recently.  The precious metals 

have come under a bout of profit taking lately, and why shouldn’t they with the NYSE gold miners index 

having soared by over 35% so far in 2019.  But don’t lose sight of the big picture in this space because this is 

now a bull market in precious metals, and one where investors with no exposure or an underweighting 

should be buying the dip.  A potential (I’d suggest likely) next chapter in this global economic cycle is one of 

deflation and recession which, if that ends up being the case, suggests that the low in U.S. bond yields has 

yet to be reached and the price of gold will in time take out its 2011 high of $1,900/oz.   

 

This brings me back to where we started and the point Dr. Hunt was making with policy (monetary policy in 

particular) being targeted at elevating or keeping asset prices elevated given their increased importance in 

driving economic activity.  This ‘tail wagging the dog’ policy of the markets anticipating Fed policy action 

if/when things deteriorate either economically or financially has brought us to this awkward point, where 

negative data releases are ignored or market signals (like the yield curve inverting) that have an admirable 

track record of sniffing out trouble are explained away because “this time is different” or in anticipation that 

stimulus is right around the corner.   

 

However, keep in mind how dangerous of an investment proposition this is.  We just heard from Chairman 

Powell on Friday where he declared, “we’re not forecasting or expecting a recession”.  This seems 

reminiscent of Ben Bernanke saying back on January 10th, 2008 that “the Federal Reserve is not currently 

forecasting a recession” – little did any of us know at that time that the recession started in December 2007.  

Or, Alan Greenspan back on January 3rd, 2001 stating, “The rate of economic growth continues to fall, 
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although it’s by no means a breakaway on the down side…we’re certainly not yet in a free fall…we are 

observing an inventory readjustment process.” – the recession began only two month later in March 2001.   

 

The moral of the story here is don’t ever expect the Fed to be the one to tell you that a recession is coming. 

Could you imagine the panic they’d create if they ever said such a thing?  No, one of their best assets is 

confidence and then cleaning up the mess after it breaks.  It’s not nearly as relevant to argue their 

contribution to such an outcome, but rather understanding their policy reaction function, and that is what is 

on display at the moment.  The Fed understands and is aware of the imbalances that have been built up in the 

system, and the risks that a recession poses to unwinding these imbalances.  Which is why all investors 

should expect them to take decisive action to counteract a downturn if/when it occurs.  Ironically, the Fed 

has created a feedback loop where markets have become well versed in anticipating their actions, and I’m of 

the view that investors are trying to front-run the pricing out of a downturn before it actually runs its course.  

The laws of economic gravity and fundamental investing may have been incubated for the time being, but 

they haven’t been extinguished.  I remain of the view that those patient investors awaiting their period of 

ample opportunity won’t have to be patient for too much longer.        
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